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Illus 114 Location plan, trenches 6, 8 and 9. 
 

TRENCH 6 
 

Trench 6 was opened in 1991 to ascertain the relationship between building S and 
the adjacent stretch of bank, and to test whether this bank was the continuation of 
the timber work defence enclosing the northern portion of Eilean Mor, a stretch of 
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which was sectioned in trench 3. The trench was positioned with its long axis 
approximately on a NW-SE line and was 10 by 5m. In the course of excavation 
portions of at least six structures were examined, stratigraphically most recent to 
earliest: building S along with structure 6.1, building S.1, the road from the great hall 
to the chapel along with building H and a putative S.2, and the timber-work defence. 
A substantial midden had accumulated against the front of the bank supporting the 
timber-work prior to the construction of the road. 
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Illus 115 Trench 6 plan 1. 
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Extending over much of the trench is a gravel horizon [6018], largely the result of 
earth worm activity. It is clearly part of 1007 encountered in trench 1 in the burial 
ground. It is as much as 10cm deep in the hollow between the bank and the road, 
and here is sandwiched between a build-up of humus [6007] above, and midden 
[6022] below. It also extends over the palisade bank and the surface of the road, but 
under tumble [6052] outward from the wall of house S. From it were recovered several 
small finds, the most significant from a dating point of view being two late 15th-
century groats of James III (SF 6053, 6102], on the basis of their condition unlikely to 
have been lost any later than the early 16th century. 

 

BUILDINGS S AND S.1, AND STRUCTURE 6.1 

From surface indications building S appeared prior to excavation as a sub-
rectangular structure with rounded corners and, probably, opposed entrances in its 
longer sides. It measures about 8m by 6m overall and lies contiguous to the end wall 
of the chapel and only slightly lower than it. Only a small segment of it was included 
in trench 6 but it is clear from this that its walls [6005] are of dry-stone construction, 
up to 1.7m thick at their base. The outer face has up to two courses in place, of 
massive boulders, with a distinct batter while the inner face is composed of smaller 
stones. The wall-core is of rubble. The stones used in the construction of building S 
are all of local origin, quarried (but not dressed) rather than boulders. The main types 
are quartzite and Port Askaig tillite, with occasional blocks of limestone. 

 

Within trench 6 the wall of S stands to a maximum height of 0.7m, and is supported 
on a raft of rubble [6006] that appears to be the flattened remains of an earlier dry-
stone house (S.1) with the same footprint as building S. The interior of building S is 
much encumbered with tumble [6051], with voids, and a growth of nettles, and moss 
over some of the stones. As with other dry-stone houses on the island there is no 
evidence for a laid floor. A firm floor surface [6016] was provided in this case by the 
flattened and levelled remains of an earlier structure - house S.1, or perhaps 
including an even earlier structure S.2 (see below).   

 

No finds or dating evidence were recovered from houses S and S.1 but it seems likely 
both belong to the 16th century like the other dry-stone structures on Eilean Mor 
which encumber the medieval remains.  

 

Structure 6.1 is identified on the basis of four large post-holes with rectangular 
settings arranged in a square, giving an overall size for the structure of about 2.6m by 
3m. Post-hole 6045 is cut into the stone revetment of the palisade bank, and is about 
40cm square and 26cm deep. There was an iron nail (SF 6109) in its fill. Post-hole 



6013 is dug through the top of the palisade bank. It is rectangular in shape, its S side 
defined by a massive slab of Port Askaig tillite. It is over 40cm across and 32cm deep. 

 

Illus 116 Trench 6 plan 2 (structure 6.1). 

 

The other two post-holes of structure 6.1 pierce the earlier cobbled road. Post-hole 
6020 is 31cm by 29cm, and 38cm deep from the top of the road surface. The fill of 
sandy silt [6020] contained an iron nail head (SF 6046), and had a large lump of iron 
slag (SF 6047) at the bottom, presumably placed there deliberately as a protection for 
the timber upright supported in the hole. Post-hole 6023 is oval in shape at the top, 
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with stone packers defining a rectangular shape about 35cm by 31cm and a depth of 
41cm below the road surface. There is a large centrally place stone at its bottom.  

 

The creation of these two post-holes involved the removal of cobbles and kerb-stones 
from the road, creating two rectangular areas, 6037 and 6041, back-filled with humic 
earth [6019, 6014]. Some of the uplifted cobbles were re-used with other stones to 
form the rectangular arrangement of stones [6012], about 3m by 60cm, interpreted as 
the remains of a plinth or a step outside the NW side of structure 6.1. 

 

Spread around the structure 6.1 post-holes, in their fills and the overlying gravel 
spread 6018 were 29 nails and rivets.  

 

THE ROAD, BUILDING H AND S.2 

The presence of the road was not anticipated prior to excavation although its well 
preserved cobbled surface lies immediately under the turf and topsoil. It runs along 
the edge of the spine of the island, adjacent to the series of buildings J, H and F, 
joining the chapel to the great hall. It is 2.4m wide but only the 1m wide strip [6002] 
adjacent to building H is level. The rest [6008] slopes down at an angle of 15° or more 
from the horizontal.  
 
It might be thought that this is the unforeseen result of laying the road partially over 
the yielding deposits of the midden. A point to note, however, is that there is a distinct 
break up the centre of the road, formed by an alignment of stones that has the 
appearance of an earlier kerb [6003]. It is therefore possible that the road was 
constructed in two stages, the strip nearer H only being added once the other had 
started to sink. We have, however, judged that 6002 along with kerb 6003 (and a 
matching kerb adjacent to house H) is the original road and that 6008 is an apron 
deliberately built on a slope. Part of our reason for this conclusion is that the kerb of 
6008 is so different in character from the others. It is neater, and formed of generally 
narrower, rectangular blocks. 
 
The road and apron are both built of a single course of flat stones of various local 
types, roughly uniform in size, but with a few small packers. The majority are of Port 
Askaig tillite with lesser quantities of limestone, epidiorite and other locally occurring 
rocks. Near the SE end of the trench there is a straight joint in the road, perhaps 
marking the threshold or gate into the graveyard. Within the hole 6041 cut for one of 
the posts of structure 6.1 the cobbles of the road and apron could be seen to be lying 
on a bed of gravel [6021]. A small sondage dug to a depth of 40cm beneath this gravel 
bed encountered dark grey/brown humic earth [6035], perhaps levelling for the road 
over the top of midden 6022. 
 
Just clipped by the trench's SW baulk is the end of building H [6009], erected hard 
against the road. The NE face of its end wall and the rounded N corner were revealed. 
The wall appears to have a total thickness of about 1.3m, and stands two courses 
high. It is composed of quarried blocks of stone, mostly Port Askaig tillite. A paved 



path [6031] runs from the main road between it and building J. It is about 80cm wide 
and composed mostly of flat pieces of Port Askaig tillite. A continuation [6053] of path 
6031 runs NE and is partially overlain by the wall of house S.1.  
 
As noted above, the excavated area of the floor of house S [6016] seems largely to 
consist of the flattened remains of an earlier structure. This may tentatively be 
identified as a wall, running NE-SW, with one face coinciding with the SE end of the 
trench. Set in it is a large post-setting, about 40cm across, defined by a stone 
surround [6017]. This was not fully excavated. If our interpretation is correct this 
would suggest another medieval building (S.2) the other side of the main road to 
house J. 
 

 

Illus 117 Trench 6 plan 3. 
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TIMBER-WORK AND MIDDEN 

The remains of the bank [6004] for supporting a palisade run approximately NW-SE. 
Its inner, NE facing, side lay outside the trench but prior to excavation it appeared to 
be about 1.5m wide and about 50cm high. Excavation demonstrated that its outer, 
SW facing, side has three or four courses of stonework [6010] forming a vertical face. 
The bank itself is of earth and contains post-holes for timber uprights up to 20cm in 
diameter. A series of five [6046, 6047, 6048, 6050, 6049] were identified in the 5.5m 
stretch excavated adjacent to building S. They are placed at irregular intervals, but 
further excavation of 6004 might possibly have led to the recognition of more. All were 
set with stones to hold the posts upright, were from 35cm to over 40cm in depth, and 
could hold posts with a diameter of from 8cm to 15cm. A deposit of grey clay [6042] 
under the earth core of the bank was cut through by one of the post-holes [6013] of 
structure 6.1. It is presumed to be the underlying natural. 

 

Five pieces of iron nail were recovered from the bank, two from post-hole 6046, and 
another two from post-hole 6048. They may have served to hold together the palisade. 
Two pieces of daub (SF 6144) from the stone face of the bank retain impressions of 
withies, perhaps a clue that the palisade was wattled. Sherds of wheel-made pottery 
(reduced gritty) confirm that the bank is no earlier in date than the 12th century. A 
carved piece of grey-yellow sandstone (SF 6128) also from the bank is the lower part 
of a human head, perhaps from the end of a hood moulding. It is clearly from a 
prestigious building destroyed or altered prior to the construction of the timberwork. 

 

Illus 118 Trench 6 section. 

 

Underlying the gravel horizon 6018 between the bank and the road is a midden 
deposit [6022]. It extends under the road-apron. Its full depth was only observed in a 
1m wide sondage cut at the NW end of the trench. Here it was 42cm thick adjacent to 
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the kerb of the apron, thinning to 10cm up against the face of the bank. It is dark 
brown sandy silt with grit and pebbles, fragments of charcoal and patches of peat 
ash. Animal bone was present but mostly in too poor a state of preservation for easy 
recovery. Nineteen sherds of pottery included one of red ware, suggesting the midden 
was being formed in the 13th and early 14th century.  

 

Beneath midden 6022 was a thin spread of stones and earth [6044], clearly tumble 
from the bank and perhaps indicating the destruction or collapse of the palisade. 
Another substantial midden deposit [6033] lay under that. It has a maximum depth 
of 30cm and is banked up against the palisade bank. It is similar in character to 
midden 6022 but more variable in colour, indicating successive tips, probably thrown 
in from behind the palisade. Deposit 6033 gives on to 6034, probably part of the same 
midden, but it is greyer and siltier in character with a maximum thickness of 13cm. A 
wedge of red ash and charcoal [6054] under it may represent a different episode but 
too little of it was exposed for further comment. From 6034 was recovered a strap 
handle of partially reduced gritty ware (SF 6163). 
 
Midden 6034 and 6054 gave on to a deposit of grey silt [6036] overlying the natural 
grey-green silty clay. It represents an earlier ground surface.  

 

Illus 119 Trench 6 interpretation. 
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INTERPRETATION 

The bank with its palisade certainly seem to be part of the same medieval scheme of 
defence encountered in trenches 3 and 18, though it is not possible to deduce 
whether it belongs with the initial phase of construction including the gate-tower. The 
palisade might tentatively be reconstructed as consisting of timber uprights 
interwoven with wands of oak or hazel. It had been dismantled or destroyed by the 
time the road system was put in place. The evidence for this is not only that the paved 
path 6053 goes over the top of its bank, but stones from its face were collapsing into 
the adjacent midden deposits which underlie the road.  
 

Otherwise its relationship to other structures excavated in the trench is not known. It 
might have joined on to our supposed medieval building S.2 underlying S.1 and S, or 
have continued round the W and N of the chapel to join up with the palisade 
excavated in trench 7, or turned SE to join up with a palisade encountered in trench 
9 (see below) defending the high ground extending from the burial ground to the great 
hall. Whatever the case, as will be argued further below, the line of this timber-work 
defence can be taken to mark an earlier perimeter of Eilean Mor. The island was 
extended in the Medieval Period as the result of dumping, and possibly changes in the 
level of the loch. The midden deposits [6033, 6034] that accumulated against the 
bank consisted of food and other debris, possibly thrown from the inside of the 
palisade on to the edge of the island. 

 

The road system, building H and the putative building S.2, are also of medieval date, 
representing a later phase than that represented by the timber-work. The recovery of 
two late 15th-century groats from the gravel horizon 6018 can be taken as evidence of 
when the road, and these buildings, fell out of use. 

 

Building S.1 partially overlies the road and thus must date after the late 15th 
century. Building S represents a re-build of it. Not enough evidence was gathered 
from very limited excavation to say much more about them. 

 

Structure 6.1, represented by four post-holes, the remains of a stone plinth and a 
spread of nails, is possibly contemporary with building S. It may be the remains of a 
wooden watch tower. It is on the highest available piece of ground on the island, 
outwith the burial ground. The plinth might have been a step providing access, or 
supporting a ladder. Such timber towers are shown in English views of Inisloughan 
Fort and a crannog under siege in Ulster in 1602 (Hayes-McCoy 1964, 11-12, 20, pls 
VI, XI). Inisloughan was a stronghold of the O’Neills and has a square timber tower in 
one angle of its enceinte. It appears to be of comparable height to a large two storey 
building. It has gun-loops below a flat top surrounded by a wooden handrail.  
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The unidentified crannog may be that of Lough Roughan, County Tyrone, captured by 
the English in 1602. It has three single storey, thatched houses and a wooden tower 
within a wattled palisade. The tower is shown only as a framework of timbers – four 
corner posts braced together at top and bottom by cross-beams. Perhaps it was 
erected hurriedly in anticipation of the siege, but left incomplete. 

 

TRENCH 6       
        
Context  Description  Interpretation  
6002  laid boulders and blocks paved road  
6003  line of laid stones  kerb of 6002  

6004  
silty 
clay   bank for supporting palisade 

6005  laid stones  wall, str S   

6007  
humic 
soil   subsoil   

6008  laid boulders and blocks apron of road  

6009  laid stones  
wall, str 
H   

6010  laid stones  revetment of 6004 bank 

6012  laid stones  
plinth or step, str 
6.1  

6013  cut   post-hole, str 6.1  

6014  
humic 
soil   

fill of 
6041   

6016  stones   floor, str S / wall, str S.2 
6017  stones   post-setting, str S.2  
6018  gravel spread  worm activity  

6019  
humic 
soil   

fill of 
6037   

6020  cut   post-hole, str 6.1  
6021  gravel spread  bedding for road 6002 
6022  sandy silt, charcoal, ash midden   
6023  cut   post-hole, str 6.1  
6031  laid stones  path between strs H & J 
6033  sandy silt, charcoal, ash midden   
6034  grey silt   midden   

6035  
humic 
soil   levelling for road 6002 

6036  grey silt   old ground surface  
6037  cut   for post-hole 6023, str 6.1 
6041  cut   for post-hole 6020, str 6.1 
6042  grey/white clay  natural   
6044  stones   tumble from 6010  
6045  cut   post-hole, str 6.1  

6046  cut   
post-hole for 
palisade  

6047  cut   
post-hole for 
palisade  

6048  cut   
post-hole for 
palisade  

6049  cut   
post-hole for 
palisade  



6050  cut   
post-hole for 
palisade  

6051  stones   tumble from str S  
6052  stones   tumble from str S  
6053  laid stones  path   
6054  ash, charcoal  midden   

 

 

TRENCHES 8 & 8E 
Trench 8 was laid out in 1992 with its main axis running NW-SE through building H. 
It was 15m long by 4m wide. At the end of the 1992 season it was deemed necessary 
to carry on the excavation of this trench for a further season in order to achieve the 
objectives initially set. The central area within the walls of building H was covered 
with polythene before back-filling and this was the area re-examined in 1993, with a 
small eastwards extension to take in the alley between H and J and the doorway of 
building J, and a separate trench 8E. 

 

Illus 120 Trench 8 interpretation. 

 

Trench 8E was laid out down the side of the island adjacent to the end of building H, 
right to the water's edge. The trench was later extended to take in the end wall of 
building H but it was thought inappropriate to join it up with trench 8 in order not to 
remove any more of the deposits associated with that building. The trench was 1m x 
8m and was expected to answer the question whether this side of the island had any 
man-made defences. 
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It was anticipated that building H would turn out to be one of a series of medieval 
structures, in this case relatively unencumbered with later houses or debris, aligned 
along the edge of the paved road leading from the great hall to the chapel. An 
opportunity seemed to be presented to look at an edifice of this period that was not 
obviously ceremonial or official in character. The trench was positioned so that H's  



 

Illus 121 Trench 8 plan 1 a-c. 
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relationship to adjacent structures - J and F1 - could also be explored. It was thought 
that this area of Eilean Mor, the ridge extending from the chapel to building C, was 
more likely to be viewed as an attractive setting for buildings at an early date than the 
more low lying fringes of the island, and if we were to recover any evidence of 
occupation earlier than the 14th century this was the best place to look for it. 

 

Removal of turf and topsoil from trench 8 revealed considerable spreads of tumbled 
stonework covering the whole area of the trench. It was only after much patient 
cleaning and recording that the main features were discerned. 

 

POST-MEDIEVAL ACTIVITY? 

Through a gap in the ruined NW wall of H runs a path, sloping down SW between H 
and F1 to the shore.  Here it forms a muddy gully [8043], partially hollowed out by 
feet and the outflow of the drain in building H on its way to the loch. Pieces of stone 
may have been pressed into it from time to time to make it less slippery. 

 

Illus 122 Trench 8 plan 2 (the kiln). 

 

A kiln, triangular in shape, about 1.6 by 2.0m, was erected within building H, 
probably when the latter was already abandoned and roofless since its SW side is 
built over the ruins of an internal partition wall [8136]. This wall stands only two 
courses high with other blocks of stone [8015] added in the course of constructing the 
kiln. The kiln is also backed on to H’s NW wall – either keyed into it or built over its 
bottommost course after the rest of it had come down. Its NE wall [8032] is composed 
of a single row, now only one course high, of blocks of phyllite and limestone resting 
on the floor of H [8031]. None of this proves that the kiln post-dates the destruction or 
collapse of building H but that is our preferred interpretation. At the apex of the kiln a 
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hollow [8068] full of peat ash marks the position of the fire. It is oval in shape, about 
90cm by 45cm with a depth of 13cm. A truncated post-hole [8084], 14cm in diameter, 
in its base probably dates to an earlier phase of activity. Inside the main part of the 
kiln and overlying the floor of H was a thin layer of clay silt with fragments of charcoal 
and flecks of ash [8040]. 

 

This kiln presumably served for drying corn. A soil sample from the tumble and black 
clayey silt within the ruined walls of building H produced carbonised oats (avena) and 
wheat (triticum sp.). 

 

BUILDINGS J AND H 

The NW wall of J [8024], reduced to its bottommost course, has a width of about 
1.4m, stone facing, and a significant amount of earth or turf in the construction of its 
core. The stones are all of local origin, undressed blocks of quartzite and limestone 
and water-washed boulders, varying in size from about 10cm to 50cm across. It is 
pierced by an entranceway, about 80cm wide, opposite the entranceway in the SE 
wall exposed in trench 1. Too little of the interior of J was included in trench 8 to be 
fully excavated. It was choked with rubble and clay silt [8027] from its collapse and 
abandonment. 

 

Between buildings J and H there is a narrow alley, about 1m wide where the entrance 
to H opposes that in J. The alley is clogged with tumbled stonework and silty clay 
containing pieces of charcoal and lenses of peat ash, overlying crude cobbling [8057] 
extending into the two entrances, the continuation of the paved path [6031] 
uncovered in trench 6. There appears to be a sill stone at the inner end of the 
building J doorway. 

 

Before excavation the low stone walls of H were clearly discernible underneath their 
covering of tussocky grass. The structure is rectangular with rounded corners, 
measuring about 12m by 7m overall. The walls [8010, 8014, 8020, 8060] are about 
1m thick, composed of blocks of quartzite, limestone, Port Askaig tillite, etc, bonded 
with gravelly clay. The face stones tend to be larger, up to 60cm across, than the 
stones in the core. The SW end wall [8060] was located in trench 8E. It is positioned 
right on the edge of the steep slope down to the shore of the island and is the best 
preserved of building H’s walls. It stands to four courses internally, and up to eight 
externally. Elsewhere the walls are a maximum of two courses high. The doorway in 
the SE wall is 65cm wide. A slab of limestone, 110cm by 38cm by 12cm, possibly its 
lintel, was found tumbled in the entranceway. 
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Building H was carefully constructed with its walls founded in shallow trenches. The 
foundation trench [8129] for the SW end wall is about 40cm wide in the interior of the 
building with a depth of about 17cm. It was fully excavated for a length of about 
60cm, within which the cuts for two post-holes [8128, 8132], possibly of earlier date, 
can be traced. The former is 23cm in diameter and 12cm deep from the base of the 
trench while the latter is 34cm across but only 4cm deep.  From the fill of this trench 
[8061] were recovered several sherds of hand-made pottery with a sandy fabric, and 
two sherds of partially reduced gritty ware. The foundation trench for the SE wall 
[8112] is 22cm wide internally. At its most complete it narrows to 11cm at a depth of 
17cm. Its fill of clay silt [8109] included several pieces of stone, a piece of slag, and 
also a sherd of partially reduced gritty pottery.  

 

No foundation trench [8121] for the NW wall was excavated, but there appeared to be 
one, about 20cm wide internally, only present towards the SW end of the wall. Here 
the wall [8014] has a core of clay silt [8052] overlying a thin layer of turf or earlier 
ground surface [8122]. It is possible that the wall is set on the truncated remains of 
an earlier bank, with only its facing stones founded in trench 8121. Towards its NE 
end the wall is supported on a turf bank [8044] and a raft of rubble [8133], and the N 
corner and NE of the building is levelled up with rubble [8081] and other material. 
This is because the underlying bedrock dips in a line from H's E corner to the mid-
point on its NW wall. 

 

From the tumble and debris in and around the ruins of building H in trench 8, and 
also from the area immediately adjacent to H’s end wall in trench 6, were recovered 
17 pieces of type A roof slates, which may be taken as evidence for the roof covering. 

 

Underneath the path and kiln in building H is the earth floor [8031, 8035, 8062] in 
use when the building still had a roof on it. It is of medium clayey silt, flecked with 
peat-ash and charcoal. No trace of it was observed in the small internal area of H 
excavated in trench 8E, presumably due to erosion at the cliff edge. 

 

Running NW-SE through building H, and dividing it approximately into two halves, is 
the internal partition wall [8136] already referred to in the description of the kiln. It 
sits on the floor surface and is therefore of secondary construction. 

 

A drain [8115], partially cut into the underlying bedrock, also runs NW-SE across the 
internal area of building H, about 1.5m to the NE of wall 8136. It is about 17cm wide 
and about 20cm deep from its bottom to the top of its cap-stones, and filled with silty 
grey clay [8111]. It most probably flowed out under H's NW wall and down towards 



the loch, but began adjacent to the SE door jamb as a small basin, 17cm by 27cm. It 
had been capped with thin slabs of phyllite [8098] (not re-used roof slates), but these 
had obviously not worn well and had been replaced by substantial slabs of quartzite 
and limestone [8033, 8034], partially supported on side slabs of the same rock types, 
forming a strip of paving extending from the entrance across the width of the 
building. Another area of paving [8100] was added to it along the interior of the SE 
wall and beyond the entrance.  

 

Illus 123 Trench 8 plan 3 (the drain in building H). 

 

From the interface between the floor and the tumble and detritus within and around 
building H were recovered several pieces of ironwork, including nails, rivets, staples, a 
small pintle, a hasp and a key, much of which may have derived from H’s internal 
fittings or those of building J. There are also sherds of one or more reduced gritty 
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jugs, and several sherds of hand-made pottery, apparently from small globular 
vessels with out-turned rims with diameters from about 8cm to 14cm. They are 
mostly of fine clay with organics, several blackened from being heated in the fire. 
Other finds include two whetstones, a small decorated ring brooch (SF 8027), an 
arrowhead (SF 8087), and a slate scratched with a gaming board (SF 8483). Perhaps 
the most significant finds are a surprising quantity of animal teeth – cow and horse – 
over 60 in all. 

 

BUILDING F1 

To the NW of building H part of the wall [8008] of structure F1 was encountered. 
Although the Royal Commission identified F1 as an enclosure in their survey of the 
island it appears more likely to be another house, similar in size and alignment to H 
and J, overlain by a later dry-stone house, building F. Only one course of wall 8008 
remained in situ. Its outer face is defined by a series of small blocks aligned on edge, 
and its core appears to be of rubble, perhaps with a significant proportion of earth 
when originally constructed. Its inner face lay beyond the end of the trench. The 
entrance to F1 may have lain within the trench, but was not fully excavated. It was 
approached by a paved path [8006] leading off the main chapel to great hall roadway. 
The stretch uncovered in trench 8 is badly damaged, some of it taken out by the later 
path [8043]. It consists mostly of pieces of quartzite and limestone and has a 
maximum width of 1m, but the gravel bedding [8048] for it suggests an original width 
of 1.3m. 

 

BUILDING H.1 AND H.2 

Underlying building H there are traces of earlier structures that we have sorted into 
two groups, possibly delineating the remains of two successive houses, neither with 
the same orientation or extent as house H.  

 

The more recent, H.1, is the more tenuous of the two, merely being suggested by 
spreads of stone and earth interpreted as the remains of a N and a S wall, and some 
of the floor deposits of a house levelled in the process of constructing building H. 

 

The N wall is hinted at by the putative bank [8052] already described as forming the 
core of wall 8014 of house H. It reappears beyond H’s drain as 8137, covered with a 
spread of stones [8081], perhaps derived from its facing or superstructure. Deposit 
8110 to the E of 8081 may be a continuation of 8137. Several sherds of pottery were 
found in 8081, including reduced gritty and red ware. The S wall is represented by a 
thin spread [8091], 5cm or less, of clay silt with dark brown patches representing 
decayed turfs. Overlying it was rubble [8069]. Adjacent to it, a small patch of dark 



brown grey silt flecked with charcoal and peat-ash [8099] may be the remains of an 
associated floor. 

 

 

Illus 124 Trench 8 plan 4 (buildings H.1 and H.2). 

 

Underlying the putative remains of H.1 and the floor of house H are the traces of 
building H.2. They consist of patchy remains of a clay silt floor [8086, 8087, 8089, 
8094, 8101, 8120] with a large hearth represented by an area of peat ash up to 16cm 
deep [8064], lying in a shallow hollow cut in the bedrock. It was partially removed by 
the structure H drain. This hearth is about 2m across and was probably defined by a 
kerb of stones. A fired clay sample from it was submitted to Mark Noel of GeoQuest 
Associates for archaeomagnetic dating, indicating a date range of either AD 1080 - 
1220 or AD 1440 -1550. 
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At least two post-holes [8096, 8116] may be associated with this building. Post-hole 
8096 is positioned adjacent to the SE wall of H on the line of its foundation trench 
but a lower level. It was sealed by the rubble deposit 8069 associated with structure 
H.1. It is circular, cut down into bedrock, with a diameter of 50cm narrowing to 30cm 
about 15cm down from its top. It has a total depth of about 28cm. Four angular 
stones were found inclining into its top, having obviously served to pack an upright 
timber, and a probable post-pipe [8093] of dark brown/black silt, about 16cm in 
diameter, was traced in a matrix of mottled mid brown silty clay [8092]. 
 

The other post-hole [8116] also had packers and is similar in profile to 8096, 60cm in 
diameter at its mouth, narrowing in its lower portion to 23cm, with a total depth of 
33cm. No post-pipe was observed in its fill, but it included a sherd of partially 
reduced gritty ware and three nails. 

 

A gap in time between the construction of H.1 and H.2 is implied by the identification 
of a thin layer of turf or earlier ground surface [8122] between 8052 (part of the N wall 
of H.1?) and the underlying floor of H.2 [8089]. 

 

TIMBER-WORK DEFENCE 

Outside the end wall [8060] of building H, well down the steep slope to the shore, 
there is a construction slot 8072] 20cm wide, full of angular, pitched rubble, with 
voids in between, bounded front and back with kerbs. The risk of destabilising the 
end wall of house H prevented further excavation of this feature but it seems 
reasonable to suppose that it contained the footings of a wooden palisade. 

 

On the foreshore outside this construction slot is an area of laid stones [8076], as 
much as 2m wide and tailing off on the shore-line as a result of erosion. One edge is 
defined by an alignment of large boulders [8075] running NE-SW from the front of slot 
8072.  These might tentatively be identified as the foundations of a defensive tower 
projecting from the palisade. 

 

INTERPRETATION 

Although there is no secure dating evidence for buildings H and J it seems reasonable 
to place them in the Medieval Period, perhaps the later part of the 15th century, and 
date their destruction or collapse to the end of the 15th century. For what it is worth, 
the finds from the debris surrounding and encumbering their ruins all appear to be 
medieval, and their exterior walls and doorways are aligned and connected with the 
medieval road system. The effort taken to make up the ground for house H and 



provide support for its NW wall is noteworthy. Building F1, also medieval, could well 
date to about the same time as H and J.  

 

Illus 125 trench 8E plan and section (timber-work defence). 

Building H with its drain and teeth from cattle and horses invites identification as a 
byre. There must be some doubt as to whether the kiln belongs to H’s period of use as 
a roofed building, or whether it was erected in its ruins. Building J had more 
substantial walls than H, and like the latter probably had a slate roof. The two 
structures seem to belong together with a door from J giving direct access into H. 
Excavation in trench 1 shows that J has another door giving access to the burial 
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ground and chapel. Could it be that buildings J and H are the house and byre/barn 
of the chaplain of Finlaggan?  

 

The evidence for houses H.1 and H.2 is admittedly slender, but is enough to add to 
the picture created from other trenches on Eilean Mor that the island was densely 
covered with buildings throughout the Medieval Period. The archaeomagnetic 
determination from the hearth assigned to H.2 offers the choice of a date for its use 
either about 1080-1220 or 1440-1550. The former date range should be preferred, if 
only to provide a reasonable period of time for H.1 and H that succeeded it, one after 
the other. The hearth seems unnecessarily large merely for domestic use but no 
evidence was traced to support an alternative use. 

 

The timber-work defence may be part of the island’s circuit of defences, dating to the 
12th or 13th century, already encountered in trenches 3, 18, 7 and 1. The palisade 
had clearly gone by the time building H was erected. Its position, however, below the 
crest of the rise overlooking the loch is more reminiscent of Iron Age defences and 
raises the intriguing possibility that it is part of a different defensive line of even 
earlier date. 

TRENCHES 8 & 8E      
        
Context  Description  Interpretation  
8006  laid stones  path between strs F1 and H 
8007  stones   tumble from wall of str F1 
8008  laid stones  SE wall of str F1  
8010  laid stones  NW wall of str H  
8014  laid stones  NW wall of str H  
8015  laid stones  wall of kiln  
8020  laid stones  SE wall of str H  

8023  stones, clay silt  
debris in passage between H 
& J 

8024  laid stones  NW wall of str J  
8027  stones, clay silt  tumble in str J  
8031  clay silt, peat ash  floor of str H  
8032  laid stones  wall of kiln  
8033  laid stones  stone capping of drain 
8034  laid stones  stone capping of drain 
8042  silty clay, charcoal  floor of str H  
8043  peaty soil with stones muddy gulley  
8044  clay silt   turf bank supporting 8010 
8045  clay silt, stones, slates tumble from str H  
8046  peaty soil with stones path through ruins of str H 
8047  peaty soil with stones path through ruins of str H 
8048  gravel in clay silt  bedding for path 8006 
8050  stones, slates, silt  tumble from wall of str H 
8051  stones, slates, silt  tumble from wall of str H 
8052  gritty clay silt  turf wall of str H.1  
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8057  laid stones  cobbling between strs H and J 
8060  laid stones  SW wall of str H  
8061  silty clay   fill of slot 8129  
8062  silty clay   floor of str H  
8064  ash, clay silt  hearth of str H.2  
8068  cut   hearth for kiln  
8069  stones   tumble from wall of str H.1 
8072  stones   fill of palisade slot  

8075  laid stones  
alignment of 
boulders  

8076  laid stones  
foundation for 
tower?  

8081  stones   
collapse from str 
H.1  

8084  cut   post-hole in base of 8068 
8086  clay silt   floor of str H.2  

8092  mottled silty clay  
fill of 
8096   

8093  silt   post-pipe in 8096  
8096  cut   post-hole, str H.2  
8100  laid stones  stone capping of drain 

8109  stones, clay silt  
fill of 
8112   

8110  clay silt   turf wall of str H.1  

8111  silty clay   
fill of 
drain   

8112  cut   foundation trench for wall 8020 
8115  cut   drain in str H  
8116  cut   post-hole, str H.2  

8121  stones, silt  
fill of foundation trench for 
8014 

8122  gravelly silt  old ground surface  
8128  cut   post-hole in 8129  
8129  cut   foundation trench for wall 8060 
8132  cut   post-hole in 8129  
8133  laid stones  foundation for wall 8010 
8134  dark silt   old ground surface  

8136  laid stones  
partition wall in str 
H  

8137  clay silt   turf wall of str H.1  
 

 

TRENCH 9 
 

Trench 9 was dug in 1992 on the N edge of the main spine of Eilean Mor, as part of 
the same campaign that saw the initial laying out of trench 12 a few metres to the N. 
It measured 2m by 6.5m with its long axis running N-S. Before removal of the turf 
there were no surface indications of the underlying features, only a noticeable slope in 
the N portion of the trench, reflecting the edge of the island’s high ground.  

 



BUILDING F, AND E1? 

The S end of the trench was positioned close to the wall of building F. Although none 
of F was within the excavated area, an examination of its ruins suggests that it is one 
of a series of stone, rectangular or oval houses, including K, S, T and Y representing 
the most recent phase of occupation on Eilean Mor in the 16th and early 17th 
century. Building F is orientated E-W and is about 10m by 7m overall with opposed 
entrances in its long walls. Its walls have probably not been robbed of their stones, 
but have slumped in situ. Some of the stones [9004] have tumbled into the end of 
trench 9 where they overlie a thin layer of gravelly soil [9003]. This, perhaps, is the 
remains of a clay mortar washed out of F’s walls. It also contained a few small 
fragments of type A roof slates, possibly re-used as pinnings. An iron key (SF 9001) 
from the topsoil overlying [9004] might be for the door of house F. A cobbled area 
[9005], about 1m by 2m, is probably a path leading to the N entrance of house F. It 
extends northwards over the surface of the medieval road described below. It is not 
clear whether it extended further northwards. 

 

Illus 126 Trench 9 plans. 
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A group of set stones [9027] underlying the tumble from structure F and [9003] at the 
very end of the trench, are tentatively interpreted as the corner of a medieval house 
lying adjacent to house F1, partially excavated in trench 8. This putative building 
would be E1. 
 

THE ROAD 

Part of the main medieval road from the chapel to the great hall was encountered in 
trench 9, running along the N edge of the high ground. We have already described 
how in trench 6 this road [6002] was laid down as a 1m wide cobbled path with well 
defined kerbs and a stone apron on its N side giving a total width of 2.4m. The same 
can be seen in trench 9. The original roadway [9006] is here up to 1.4m wide with an 
apron [9012] giving a total width of about 2m.  The apron slopes down northwards 
and its edge is defined by a kerb of large boulders. 

 

Spreading N from the apron is a layer of loam intermixed with gravel, fragments of 
charcoal and several small angular pieces of stone, especially limestone [9007]. On a 
stratigraphical basis this deposit would have accumulated after the construction of 
the apron. It has a maximum depth of 23cm. It overlies a compact layer, up to 27cm 
deep, of gritty clay [9009], that supports the apron. To the S the road itself lies on a 
deposit of clay silt [9016]. A sherd of redware pot (SF 9044) was recovered from 
[9016]. 

 

STRUCTURE 9.1 

The road and [9009] seal the remains of earlier structures which it was not possible 
to fully examine in such a limited space without doing considerable damage to the 
road. They include the exterior corner of a structure (9.1) constructed with large slab-
like stones [9017], protruding from under the road. Contiguous with it is a bank of 
earth and stone [9023], the N face of which has been cut back. This face also appears 
to have been revetted with stonework, still two courses high. The bank is only about 
25cm high but the top has probably been sliced off to create a flat surface for laying 
the apron of the road. 
 

STRUCTURE 9.2 AND THE MIDDEN 

To the N of structure 9.1 and [9023] there is a linear feature [9013], 80cm wide, 
running across the trench, approximately E-W, composed of blocks of stone, many of 
them of quartzite. This is structure 9.2. It is now only a single layer of stones but may 
originally have been a more substantial dwarf wall. Incorporated in it is a series of 
four post-holes across the 2m width of the trench [9029, 9030, 9031, 9032]. These 
post-holes are 20cm to 24cm in diameter and over 20cm in depth. A sherd of reduced 
gritty pottery (SF 9046) was recovered from the fill [9021] of [9031]. 



 

Between [9013] and structure 9.1 there is a gap of 40cm or more that is levelled up 
with small boulders and blocks of stone [9026], forming a narrow path, widening out 
to 1m where the bank [9023] has been cut back. A post-hole [9033] was identified in 
[9013], but its relationship to this path and the other adjacent post-holes is not clear. 
It is rectangular, 16cm by 15cm, with a depth of 30cm. 

 

Structure 9.2 is set over a midden deposit [9011], probably a continuation of midden 
[6033, 6034] encountered in trench 6. It contains lenses of charcoal, peat ash, 
quantities of animal bone in a very poor state of preservation.  Two sherds of imported 
pottery were also recovered. One is a piece of base (SF 9033), the other a rim fragment 
(SF 9048), both from a polychrome jug from the Saintonge area of France. They can 
be dated to the late 13th or early 14th century. The midden has accumulated to a 
depth of 22cm over natural grey and yellow coarse sand and gravel [9015]. The 
surface of this sand and gravel is at a level of about 53.19m, half to three-quarters of 
a metre above the present surface of the loch in good summer weather.  
 

 

Illus 127 Trench 9 section. 

 

INTERPRETATION 

The midden represents food debris and other domestic waste thrown from the higher 
ground to the S. It started to accumulate on an area of foreshore, perhaps as early as 
the 12th century, when Eilean Mor appears to have been of smaller extent than it is 
now. Although so little of it was exposed, bank [9023] may tentatively be explained as 
the support for the timberwork enclosing Eilean Mor, already encountered in trenches 
3, 6, 7, 8E and17. As with the stretch in trench 8E it is here placed below the crest of 
the high ground. We might speculate that structure 9.1 is the base of a projecting 
tower on this line of defence. 
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Structure 9.2 was erected at a later date than 9.1. The evidence of the sherds of 
Saintonge from the stratigraphically earlier midden indicate a date no earlier than the 
late 13th century. It was presumably a replacement for 9.1, possibly part of the same 
programme of refurbishment that saw the replacement of the gatehouse (trench 18) 
by the bank and palisade in trench 3. By the time the palisade, or wattle fence, in 
trench 9 was erected it may not have been a defensive work protecting the perimeter 
of the island but an internal partition. The way it was laid down on the midden 
suggests that it was not a serious fortification. 

 

The evidence from trench 9 allows us to postulate the presence of another medieval 
house – structure E1 - on the main spine of Eilean Mor,  reinforcing the evidence from 
trenches 6 and 8 of a series of houses in the Medieval Period along this ridge, 
eventually connected by a cobbled road running in a south-easterly direction from the 
great hall to the chapel. The road, or its apron, was laid over a compact layer of clay 
[9009]. Some of this could be material shovelled off the earlier bank [9023], but it now 
served to provide a support for the road. The later layer of loam [9007] may reflect 
agricultural activity in the 16th century, also encountered in trench 12, a few metres 
to the N. The cobbling [9005] might represent a path connecting house F with a 
garden. 

TRENCH 9       
        
Context  Description  Interpretation  
9003  soil, gravel  clay mortar washed from str F 
9004  stones   tumble from str F  
9005  set stones  path from str F to garden 
9006  set stones  road from great hall to chapel 

9007  
loam, gravel, 
stones  garden soil  

9009  compact gritty clay  support for road 9006/12 
9011  silt, ash, bone  midden   

9012  set stones  
apron for road 
9006  

9013  set stones  support for fence, str 9.2 
9015  sand gravel  beach deposit  
9016  clay silt   old ground surface  
9017  set stones  str 9.1 - a defensive tower? 

9021  silt, stones  
fill of 
9031   

9023  clay, stones  bank for timberwork, str 9.1 
9026  set stones  path for str 9.2  
9027  set stones  wall of str E1  
9029  cut   post-hole, str 9.2  
9030  cut   post-hole, str 9.2  
9031  cut   post-hole, str 9.2  
9032  cut   post-hole, str 9.2  
9033  cut   post-hole - str 9.2?  

 



  

Illus 128 Location plan for trenches 15, 10, 11 and 5. 

 

BUILDING C AND TRENCH 15 
 

Trench 15 was excavated in 1993 at building C, one of the main, or most obvious, 
features of Eilean Mor today. The Finlaggan Trust's intention to have its upstanding 
remains conserved suggested the desirability of limited excavation about the 
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structure. The main aims of this work were to find a floor level within the building, 
and a relevant ground surface without. 

 

BUILDING C 

Building C is a small rectangular structure, 7.3m by 6.4m with walls about 0.8m 
thick. It is positioned to the S of the great hall, from which it was separated (see 
account of trench 10 below) by a cobbled path 3m wide. It is the westernmost 
building extending along the ridge of the island, separated from building E by an alley 
labelled D by RCAHMS. Its S wall abuts on the shore, about 1m lower than the 
cobbling to its N. The N and S gables stand almost complete, its side walls less so. 
The steepness of the gables, with stones set in the copings at right-angles to the rake, 
suggest that it was roofed with thatch. It had a ground floor chamber and an upper 
storey contained in the roof space. 

 

Illus 129 Plan of Building C. 

Conservation of the upstanding walls of building C was undertaken by Mathew White 
of Conservation Specialists Ltd in 1997, on behalf of the Finlaggan Trust and Historic 
Scotland, and to some extent this now obscures details of their structure. Detailed 
measured drawings were, however, made by us of both faces of both gable walls prior 
to conservation, and a study made of the geology of the stones by our geologist, Nigel 
Ruckley. 

 

The walls are of coursed random rubble in lime mortar, and had been coated 
externally with a lime mortar rendering. It was noted that the mortar was very quartz 
rich, much more so than the mortar used in the chapel. There was also evidence for 
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mortar with sea shells, perhaps representing relatively recent consolidation of the 
ruin. Most of the rock types are of local origin. In the lower portions of the gables 
roughly dressed blocks and boulders of quartzite, dolerite and Port Askaig tillite, 
predominate, with some limestone. There are occasional pieces of sandstone, 
including permo-triassic red sandstone and buff sandstone, possibly both from 
Kintyre. There is marked use of fillers and packers, including phyllite, but especially 
type A roof slates. All this suggests that much of the stone for erecting building C 
came from a previous structure at Finlaggan. The upper portions of the gables are 
almost exclusively composed of blocks of limestone, suggesting that they represent a 
separate phase of construction, a re-modelling of an earlier building. 

 

Illus 130 Building C, exterior of N Gable. 
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Illus 131 Building C, interior of N gable. 

 

This earlier building had a ground floor chamber with a rectangular window in its N 
wall, opening on to the paved passageway opposite to the entrance of the great hall. It 
is set in an embrasure with splayed jambs and segmental relieving arch, and has 
been fitted with a sliding bar to fix an internal shutter in place. Adjacent to it is a 
small aumbry, and there is a similar aumbry in the S wall. It was evident prior to 
excavation that the entrance had been in the W wall. Its S jamb partially survived, 
including a block of fine grained dolerite [15010] (Illus 136) cut on its upper surface 
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for a metal Y-shaped fixing for the bottom of a door. It retains traces of iron and iron 
corrosion. Another jamb stone, also assumed to be reused, is of buff sandstone. 

 

Illus 132 Building C, exterior of S gable. 

The splayed jamb of a window can also be traced in the W wall. In the wall core 
adjacent to it is a small piece of permo-triassic red sandstone. A sample of this was 
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removed for study purposes. Horizontal beam (?) slots were found in the gables at the 
level of the wall heads, extending inwards from the E for an unknown distance. Along 
with put-log holes in the lower gable walls these belong to the building's earlier phase. 
There are also further put-log holes in the upper parts of the gables, two in the S 
gable and one in the N gable. The put-log holes in one gable do not match up in 
height with the similar features in the other gable. The slots are, however, at the same 
height. 

 

Illus 133 Building C, interior of S gable. 

 

The upper storey of building C is essentially of the later phase. Both gables have 
intake courses near their apexes, but not level with each other. There is no evidence 
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for a stair. A timber floor could have been supported on joists lodged in slots or on 
corbels in the W and E walls, but there are no traces of these now. There is a tall 
narrow window in the N gable at first floor level, about 0.7m by 0.2m. Another, about 
1m high and 0.4m wide, is positioned in the S gable with its sill level with the 
(missing) floor. It has been fitted with an internal shutter with a sliding draw-bar. 

 

Illus 134 Building C phases. 

 

TRENCH 15 

It was considered necessary to have the N gable of building C supported by 
scaffolding while excavation took place and this to some extent limited our scope for 
laying out a trench. The consequence was two small trenches, together counted as 
trench 15 though they were not physically linked. Area A, 1.5 by 2.2m, was in the 
interior of building C, with its N edge against the N gable, immediately below the 
window embrasure. It thus sectioned an earlier trench obvious along the interior of 
the N gable. Area B, 1.6 by 3.0m, straddled building C's W wall and took in its 
doorway. 

 

It was anticipated that the interior of the building would be filled with tumble and 
debris to a depth of about 0.5m, and that the trench [15021/15018] along the N gable 
wall would have been dug to the original floor level. It soon became evident that this 
was not the case. Both excavated areas had a spread of gravel [15003/15008] 
underneath a thin topsoil. Underneath these the sill of the doorway had been robbed 
out and there was only a little trace of an original floor deposit, represented by a skim 
of crumbly dark grey clay in area A. From it came a penny imitating one of Edward I 
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of England, class 9b, minted in London in 1299-1301 (coin no 13, SF 15002). It can 
be assumed to have been lost prior to the end of the 14th century. 

 

This floor surface lay over a thick deposit of sandy, silty clay [15006/15020] and both 
were cut by the trench 15021/15018. It spans the building's interior, has a width of 
about 1.5m and a depth of 0.25m. The fill of the foundation trench for the N wall, 
represented by some rubble [15002], was left in situ, and it was partly back-filled with 
the material dug out in the first place. The foundation trench [15019] for the W wall 
visible in section in area B, cut through 15020.  

 

Illus 135 Trench 15 plan. 

Between buildings C and B there is evidence for a crudely paved path [15017], only a 
small portion of which was revealed. It does not connect with the door of building C. 

 

Prior to the conservation of the walls in 1997 the rubble accumulated in the interior 
of the building and against the exterior base of its walls was removed as part of our 
archaeological programme. This was managed so that a reasonably level surface was 
created inside the building about 0.4m above the surface of 15006/15020, with the 
trench [15021/15018] being filled in. A narrow ledge or scarcement was noticed along 
part of the E wall at a level of about 53.50m. It either marks a rebuild or the 
transition from foundation to upstanding wall. It may be compared to a similar 
thickening of the N gable [15013] encountered in excavating area A of trench 15. 
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The humic soil removed with the tumble was checked with a metal detector (operator 
Roger McWee), leading to the recovery of a medieval bronze buckle (SF 15***) and a 
groat of Robert II (1371-90) (coin no 23, SF 30045). There were also some fragments 
of type A roof slates. This is not, however, regarded as evidence for how the building 
was roofed since such pieces can be found in the upstanding walls, reused as 
pinnings. 

 

Illus 136 Trench 15, jamb stone from door of Building C. 

 

In the course of cleaning the walls other discoveries were made by the masons, 
including an iron nail and two sherds of late medieval Scottish pottery found in 
cleaning up the sill of the window embrasure in the ground floor of the N gable. A 
1949 florin was recovered from mortar near the window in the W wall. This may have 
been deposited deliberately to date restoration work, characterised by the use of 
mortar with sea shells. 

 

INTERPRETATION 

The sandy, silty clay deposit [15006/15020] underlying the floor of building C was 
presumably laid to level up the interior ground surface. It is possible that it largely 
consists of the palisade bank that may reasonably be inferred to have run round the 
island at this point in the 12th and 13th centuries.  

 

The coin evidence indicates that building C was originally erected in the 14th century. 
The pieces of red sandstone, and perhaps most of the rest of the stones used in its 
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construction, may have been recycled from the castle on Eilean na comhairle. In 
searching for an explanation for the beam slots and put-log holes in the gables the 
possibility was entertained that they supported a timber gallery overlooking the loch 
and a passageway to an upper chamber at the E end of the great hall. The evidence 
for either is not convincing. Parallels can be drawn to other medieval buildings in the 
Isles which show similar constructional features. These include a church at Kilmory, 
Loch Eynort, in Skye and Teampull na Trionaid at Carinish in North Uist. A better 
understanding is needed for these features. 

 

The RCAHMS identified the window in the ground floor of the N gable as a service-
hatch, but for what is not clear. Building C is separate from the kitchens and there is 
no evidence of fireplaces or ovens within it for the preparation of food. It might, 
nevertheless, have served for the storage of wine for consumption in the hall. 

 

The remodelling of the building into the structure we see today probably took place in 
the 16th century. It would have served as a dwelling-house for someone of some 
status locally. The obvious candidate is Donald MacGillespie, crown tenant of 
Portaneilan (Finlaggan) in the 1540s, whose grave-slab is by the chapel. Although not 
vaulted, it provides an interesting parallel to the bastle houses of the border regions of 
Scotland and England, many of which are also surrounded by farming townships, like 
the 17th-century one recently excavated at Glenochar in Clydesdale (Ward 1998). 
There are no obvious parallels elsewhere in the Western Highlands and Islands.  

 

The trench 15021/15018 may have resulted from over zealous clearance of rubble 
and debris from the interior of building C in the 19th century. 

TRENCH 15       
        
Area/Context Description  Interpretation  

A 15002  rubble   fill of foundation trench 
A 15003  gravel spread  sub-soil   

A 15005  
mixed soil, clay, 
etc  backfill of trench 15021 

A 15006  sandy silty clay  made-up layer  
B 15008  gravel spread  sub-soil   
A 15010  stone block  jamb-stone cut with a Y 

A 15013  masonry   
N gable, 
scarcement  

B 15017  cobbles   path   
B 15018  cut   treasure hunters' trench 
B 15019  cut   foundation trench  
B 15020  sandy silty clay  made-up layer  
A 15021  cut   treasure hunters' trench 

 



 

TRENCHES 10 AND 11 

Building A, clearly traceable as the ruins of a large rectangular building 18.6 by 8.8m, 
was identified by the Royal Commission as a hall. It was recognized that if that was 
right, and the building dated to the Medieval Period, that it was the most important 
structure on the island. Trench 10, 5m by 10m, positioned at the SE corner of 
building A, was designed to test this hypothesis. Trench 11 also aimed to examine 
building A but was more concerned with building B, an apparent extension or wing 
running at right angles from the W end of its S wall. Trench 11 was 10m N-S and 
decreased in width from 6m at the N to 4m at its S end. Both excavations, 
undertaken in 1992, offered the hope of demonstrating relationships between roads, 
the hall and other neighbouring structures. 

 

Before excavation it was possible to trace the complete outline of building A, a 
rectangular structure 18.6m by 8.8m, oriented E-W on the site grid. Its interior is 
remarkably level and there appeared to be little tumbled stonework or other debris up 
against the walls. Clearly, the bulk of the stonework from its walls has been removed, 
probably for local recycling in the 16th century. It is likely that it owes its present 
appearance to 19th-century clearance and landscaping. 

 

 

Illus 137 Trench 10 plan. 
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BUILDING A.1 

This tidying up process was not, however, so severe as to remove all traces of the 
history of building A after its collapse or demolition. The level interior, under the turf, 
was covered with spreads of rubble [10012, 10023], some resulting from on-going 
degradation of the main structure, some from the collapse of at least one secondary 
structure (A.1) represented by a curved segment of dry-stone wall [10015], about 
0.8m wide, on an NW-SE alignment. No further excavation was taken in this area of 
trench 10 to establish its relationship with other features. The rubble spreads covered 
a large midden [10031] packed with shells, predominantly limpets, and butchered 
animal bones extending from within building A through its entrance over the road to 
the S. It may have been dumped by the occupants of A.1.  

 

Immediately to the E of structure A.1 are the remains of a N-S cross-wall in building 
A. The separate chamber formed by it at the E end of building A is spread with a 
deposit of debris including broken roof slates of types A and C [10020]. It overlies a 
mortar wash [10022] caused by weathering of the structure after it was already in 
ruins. Into this was dug an oval pit [10055] 1.83 by 1.16m by 280mm deep, back-
filled with midden material [10021] similar to 10031. 

 

It seems clear that after building A finally fell out of use as a roofed structure it was 
massively robbed of stonework. This was no gradual process resulting from decay and 
structural instability after abandonment but an organized dismantling of the 
complete structure. In trench 11 slates too broken for reuse were found stacked in 
the SW corner [11017]. These and other tipped deposits of broken slate, mortar and 
rubble in trenches 10 and 11 could only have accumulated after the removal of the 
floor of building A. Under the stack of broken slates in the SW corner was a 
compressed layer of burnt material [11020] containing cereal fragments. Since this 
also extends over the mortar patch 11026 where it is thought a fireplace jamb has 
been ripped out the burning must be contemporary with the demolition of the 
building. 

 

BUILDING B 

Before excavation began in trench 11 the outline of building B, the E half of which 
was included in the excavated area, could be clearly traced under the vegetation. 
Building B measures about 7.6m by 5.5m overall with opposed entrances in its two 
long sides. There was no sign of any connecting doorway between it and the hall 



although their shared wall stands several courses high. Its S end lies adjacent to the 
loch and has rounded corners. 

 

Illus 138 Trench 11 plan (Building B). 
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Excavation demonstrated that B's walls are about a metre wide and stand over half a 
metre, or at least two courses, above the occupation deposits inside. The doorway 
through the W wall is a simple opening 0.58m wide, its jambs, and probable lintel 
lying in the rubble inside it, all being of undressed local stone. Many of the facing 
blocks in the walls consist of naturally rounded boulders of local quartzite, Port 
Askaig tillite, etc, with an average size of 380 x 470 x 230mm. Limestone rubble forms 
the majority of the wall core and the stonework is bonded with lime mortar. Some 
stones have evidently been reused from earlier structures. These include some with a 
plastered face. Although the plastered sides face the interior of B it is not thought this 
is evidence for the wall finish in B itself. There is also a fragment of red sandstone (SF 
11004) carved with a band of nail-head decoration and a corbel in the form of a 
human head (SF 11003). The latter is in white sandstone and was positioned in the 
core of the wall immediately to the S of the entrance in the W wall.  

 

The interior of B is choked with stones and rubble [11014] which has collapsed in 
from the walls, and there is more [11016] tipping over the paved passage between B 
and N. This tumble includes pieces of type A and C roof slate in a ratio of about 2:1 
but it is not certain that they should be taken as evidence for building B's roof. They 
may simply represent the recycling of material from building A or further collapse of 
that structure after building B fell out of use. The occupation of B is represented by a 
deposit [11018], 180mm thick, of dark brown soil rich in animal bone and shell. It 
also contained a copper alloy mount (SF 11032). There is a circular patch of burning 
[11024] 750mm across near the S end of the building, representing the remains of a 
hearth. Underneath these deposits is mixed sand and gravel [11025] containing some 
pieces of bone. 

 

The N wall of building B is an upstanding piece of the S wall of building A. The 
immediately adjacent corner of that structure is reduced to its bottom course. The N 
end of the W wall of building B is laid on top of a deposit of decomposed mortar and 
small fragments of stone [11011], 210mm deep against the wall of building A, tailing 
off southwards. This had accumulated over the surface of the paved road [11028] 
running along the S side of building A. In the N end of B the road has been dug out 
leaving some rubble [11032] to act as levelling for the floor. The S end of the W wall of 
B is laid straight on top of the E kerb of the road [11022] in the passage way between 
buildings N and B. The road surface is otherwise covered with a thin deposit [11029] 
of dark brown soil mixed with ash and bone, a continuation of the occupation 
deposits [11018] inside building B.  This, and the way B overlies the roads, suggests 
that the roads were not maintained, or had little relevance as route-ways to the 
occupants of B. 
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Building B was clearly only erected after the demolition of building A, but precise 
dating for this and its period of use is lacking. It may be assumed to belong to the 
16th century. 

 

BUILDING A 

The walls of building A are constructed of long low blocks of local stones, well dressed 
to give smooth wall surfaces, and held together by lime mortar. They are about 1m 
thick and stand to a maximum height of 0.7m above the ground surface of the 
interior. For the most part they are reduced to no more than a course or two in 
height. There was no sign of an external doorway prior to excavation, but a cross wall, 
incorporating two doorways, was evident traversing the building near its E end. It 
separates a smaller eastern room, about 3m by 7m from a larger western one, about 
12.75m by 7m. 

 

Excavation in trench 10 revealed that the cross-wall in the interior [10004, 10005] is 
secondary.  It is lime-mortared like the main external walls, set on a basal course of 
dolerite blocks, and has string courses of type A and type C slates. The S of its two 
doorways was within the area of trench 10. It is rebated for a door opening into the E 
chamber.  

 

The base of the walls of building A has a deliberate batter on the exterior, and the two 
corners exposed in trenches 10 and 11, at the SE and SW, are noticeably stretched 
into points. In the thickness of the S wall near the SE corner is the outline of a 
rectangular recess [10049], 0.95m wide, opening to the exterior, interpreted as the 
remains of a chute from a latrine on an upper floor. There is a hollow patch [10038] 
in the adjacent road surface, probably resulting from the accumulation and removal 
of ordure. This patch was excavated in anticipation of discovering a drain, an 
expectation not realised. Instead, underlying the stones of the road surface was a 
deposit [10039] of fine silty clay mixed with sand, containing pieces of animal bone 
and a sherd (SF 10052) of partially reduced gritty ware. It is possible that this deposit 
is the result of percolation of waste from the latrine. At this point the hall wall has no 
barter. Under 10039 is a level surface [10054] defined by broken type A and B slates. 
This was not excavated. 

 

Further along the S wall is the entrance to the building, a doorway 0.76m wide, 
rebated with splayed jambs internally, giving access to the SE corner of the main 
chamber. The doorstep consists of a single slab of green epidiorite. Two jamb stones, 
only, survive on each side of the opening, those on the W being a fine grained whitish-
grey sandstone carved with a recessed shallow curve and a narrow hollow moulding. 
The upper of the two jamb stones to the E of the opening matches those to the W but 



is carved from red sandstone. It sits on top of a roughly shaped block of dolerite. Both 
jambs have clearly been inserted into an existing wall. 

 

Illus 139 Trench 10 jamb mouldings in doorway of Building  A. 

 

A small portion of the SW corner of building A was exposed in trench 11. The W wall 
has been thickened internally with a masonry skin 0.5m thick [11008]. In front of this 
is a cobbled surface [11034] 1.45m wide, and on top of its front edge hard against the 
S wall is a square patch of mortar [11026]. All of this is interpreted as evidence for the 
insertion of a large fireplace, probably stretching the full width of the room. The 
thickening of the rear wall would have been necessary to support a chimney-stack. 
The cobbled surface acted as a hearth while the mortar patch marks the position of 
one of a series of jambs supporting the front of the chimney piece, either carried on a 
series of arches or lintels. 

 

There is no interior floor level to correspond with the level of the hearth and the 
doorstep, and we are left to conclude that the building (both rooms) had sprung 
wooden floors. There is also considerable evidence that the building had a slate roof. 
The slates recovered from the debris which had accumulated in the interior of the 
building in trench 10 are of type C. There is a dump of slate fragments in the SW 
corner [11017] which are about two thirds type A to one third type C. Only one of the 
type A slates is complete enough to indicate it had a width of 410mm and two nail 
holes. From the debris inside the building in trench 11 was recovered a piece of roof 
ridge carved in white sandstone. 
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The original door of the hall may have been sited further E in the S wall where there 
are signs of a rebuild between the present door and the supposed latrine chute. 
Amongst the later debris in trench 10 there was also a white sandstone voussoir (SF 
10018) for an opening checked for a door. A white sandstone - see above) might very 
well have been part of the structure of building A as well. 

 

In the SW corner an internal plastered surface [11037] on the S wall survives in part 
and extends behind the cobbled hearth of the fireplace as a horizon of debris left by 
the plasterers. This is interpreted as a clue that the floor level of the building was 
originally at a lower level. 

 

Illus 140 Trench 10, sondages 1 and 2, sections and plans. 
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Two sondages, both approximately 1m square, were dug within building A in trench 
10 in order to locate possible floor surfaces and evidence for the building’s 
construction. Sondage 1 was positioned in the SW corner and sondage 2 in the corner 
formed by the S wall and the E face of the internal cross wall. They were excavated 
from the mortar wash [10022] caused by weathering of the structure after it was 
already in ruins. This sealed tipped deposits [10029, 10030] of soil and broken roof 
slates relating to the collapse or dismantling of the roof. They covered a thin layer 
[10034, 10035, 10048] of slightly gravelly, mid brown, silty clay, deposited against 
and over a plinth of blocks of dolerite and other local stones [10045, 10047] which 
supported the exterior walls. This is taken to be all that is left of the make up for an 
original floor, shovelled out while the building was still in use. The equivalent deposit 
in trench 11 is labelled 11035 and is wedged stratigraphically over 11037 and under 
11034. The surface of 11035 is about 0.2m lower than the adjacent cobbled hearth. A 
likely explanation for the partial removal of this deposit is the creation of an air gap 
for a timber floor. From the surface of 10048 was recovered a sherd (SF 10050) of 
Dutch red ware. The rubble plinth underpinning the exterior walls was put down on 
top of natural deposits of clay, sand and gravel [10041-43], here at a level of about 
53.33m. 

 

Dating evidence for this structure is limited, but indicates different phases of work. 
The door jambs may belong to the 13th century, but they have been re-set and 
therefore merely provide a terminus post quem for the building as described above. 
The masonry of the main walls is an example of type I as defined by Caldwell and 
Ruckley and broadly dated by them in the Lordship of the Isles to the 12th and 13th 
centuries (2005, 100-01). The cross wall is of their type 2 construction, datable no 
later than the early 14th century (Caldwell & Ruckley 2005, 111). 

 

We might also cautiously suggest that two of the carved stones from building B 
originally graced building A. The corbel in the form of a human head (SF 11003) can 
be compared with the corbel-stops on the N and S choir doors, dating to the early 
14th century, at the Cathedral of St Moluag on the Island of Lismore (RCAHMS 1974, 
pls 33A, 34A & C). The fragment of red sandstone (SF 11004) with nail-head 
decoration might plausibly, but not necessarily, belong to the 13th century. 

 

 

THE ROAD SYSTEM 

An extension [10010] of the paved road from the chapel to the jetty continues along 
the S front of building A, with a drain [10050] to take rain water away from its SE 
corner. Past the entrance to the hall, heading E, the end of a mortar-bonded wall 
[10037], standing only one course high above the road surface, was encountered 
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jutting from the S section of the trench, apparently forming the side to a gateway 
across the road at this point. A post-hole [10027] in the side of the road adjacent to 
the exterior of the E wall of building A may mark another gateway, perhaps screening 
or controlling access to the kitchens.  

 

Road 10010 was also picked up in trench 11, continuing past building A between 
structures M and N in the direction of the Council Isle. Here it has a width of 1.8m 
with well formed kerbs on both sides. It is clear that this road was laid after the 
construction of building A. Other paved roads [10028, 11027] of similar character 
were found to run along the E and W sides of the hall. The joint between the E and S 
roads curiously does not correspond with the hall corner. Another paved road with 
kerbs [11022] runs S from the junction at the SW corner of building A towards the 
loch's edge where it becomes more and more eroded by the action of the water. It has 
no clearly defined edge here and it is possible that it originally turned SW and/or NE 
along an island edge which has since been eroded away. 

 

In general, the surfaces of this road system, not obscured by building B, are covered 
with spreads of rubble and mortar debris, mostly from building A, and there is no 
suggestion that this network was maintained, or was even relevant, after the 
destruction of building A. The substantial midden [10031] spilling out the doorway of 
the ruinous building A accumulated directly on the surface of the road at this point. 

 

BUILDING N? 

To the W of building B and road 11022 is a wall running approximately NW-SE and 
then forming a rounded corner by the shore before continuing in a south-westerly 
direction and then returning north-westward again, thus forming three sides of 
building N. It stands almost 2m high at one point but is mostly reduced to grass 
covered foundations. It is 0.65m thick and is built of roughly cut local stones, well 
pinned and lime mortared. Its medieval date is confirmed by its relationship to road 
11022. Some blocks of rubble look as if they have been arranged in recent times at 
the SE corner to form steps over the ruins. The RCAHMS saw this wall as both part of 
a cross-wall cutting off the tip of the island and as the E wall of a medieval structure, 
building N. The evidence for N as a building is tenuous. 

 

The line of wall 11002 continues north-westward as wall 11012 and wall 11039 
forming a barrier across the whole width of the island at this point. Wall 11039, 
surviving only to a height of two or three grass-covered courses, is the end wall of 
building M (see trench 5). It has a red sandstone quoin at its SE corner. Wall 11012, 
between 11002 and 11039 is built across the surface of road 11028 and is clearly of 
later construction. It is separated from 11002 by a doorway [11013], 0.8m wide, with 
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roughly cut jamb stones, probably created when 11012 was built. There is a hollow in 
road 11022 in front of this entrance, probably the result of wear, and it is blocked by 
three large boulders, perhaps a recent addition to form a step.  

 

INTERPRETATION 

Work in trenches 10 and 11 confirmed the identity of building A as a large hall of 
medieval date, extensively remodelled during its active life (for an interpretation see 
the section on The Great Hall below). As the main public building at Finlaggan it was 
at the centre of a system of paved roads providing access to and from the jetty, the 
chapel and Eilean na Comhairle. There were extensive kitchens adjacent to it (see 
trench 12) and building C (see trench 15) may have been used to store commodities 
for entertaining guests. Our excavations were too limited to trace whether there might 
have been any structures or evidence for human activity in this area of Eilean Mor 
before the hall’s erection. 

 

No dating evidence was recovered for the abandonment of the hall as a roofed 
structure, but this is likely to have been about 1500 when so much else on Eilean 
Mor changed or came to an end. Much of its structure was recycled, perhaps in a 
controlled programme of demolition, and its reduced walls may have functioned for 
some time in the 16th century as an enclosure containing a lesser building (A.1). The 
accumulation of the large midden deposit of bones and shells [10031] spilling through 
the old doorway of the hall cannot be directly related to A.1. It lies directly on the 
doorsill and the paving outside and is buried by debris from the hall walls. It may 
represent an episode between the demise of Finlaggan as a lordship centre and the 
reuse of Eilean Mor for a farming township. 

 

The medieval roads around the hall were not kept clear by the 16th-century occupiers 
of Eilean Mor. Building B is a house of one of them, a unicameral structure with  
opposed doorways and a central hearth. It may be unusual in having its walls lime 
mortared, but otherwise might represent a typical house type of the 16th century, not 
only at Finlaggan but elsewhere in Islay, for example on the island settlement in Loch 
Ballygrant and at Ballore (Caldwell 2008, 172-3). 

 

THE GREAT HALL 

PHASE 1  

There can be no doubt that building A represents the remains of a relatively large, 
prestigious hall, the main public building on Eilean Mor.  
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Our excavations allow us to distinguish two main phases in the hall's history. The 
phase 1 hall as originally built in the 12th or 13th century probably had an earth or 
paved floor, a central fireplace, and no service chamber. It may have been roofed with 
type A and B slates. The red sandstone dressings might all belong to this phase. In 
terms of size, at 18.6m by 8.8m, it is somewhat larger than the hall, about 17m by 
7m, of the bishops of Aberdeen on an island in Bishop’s Loch, Aberdeenshire (NGR 
NJ 911 142), which dates prior to 1280 (Cruickshank 1944). Within the area of the 
Kingdom and Lordship of the Isles there are the fragmentary remains of a large hall, 
about 10m by 21m overall, in Castle Camus, Skye. It has a latrine chute near one 
corner, and is constructed with type 1 masonry like the Finlaggan hall. 

 

PHASE 2 

This hall was radically remodelled at a later date, probably in the early 14th century. 
A large fireplace was erected at its W end, probably spanning the whole width of the 
interior like the fireplace in the 15th-century great hall in the royal palace at 
Linlithgow in West Lothian. A separate service area separated by a screen wall was 
created at the E end, necessitating the removal of the door westwards. Although no 
evidence has been discovered for it, it may reasonably be supposed that there was a 
door from the kitchens into the service area. The original floor of the hall was dug out 
and replaced by timber supported on joists, in both the main chamber and the service 
area. The presence of a latrine chute implies an upper storey above the service area. 
The roof was now covered with type A and C slates with a white sandstone roof ridge. 

 

Other later medieval halls with service areas at one end existed within the West 
Highlands and Islands, like the one at Dun Ara in Mull, a castle of the MacKinnons, 
and Strome Castle in Wester Ross (Caldwell & Ruckley 2005, 112-13). The clearest 
parallel is the Bishop's House on Iona. It measures about 14m by 7m over walls 0.6 
to 0.8m thick, now all reduced to grass covered foundations except for the partition 
wall, standing to a height of 3.7m.  On the evidence of this the structure has walls of 
uncoursed boulders and blocks with pinnings and lime mortar.  From a description of 
the building, then in ruins, by Sacheverell in 1688 (Sacheverell 1702, 135), and the 
illustration of Iona in Pennant's Tour in Scotland (1776, pl XX1), showing it complete 
but for its roof, it is possible to deduce much more about its plan.  The larger western 
chamber was the hall proper, open to the roof and containing a fireplace with a 
chimney in the west gable.  The smaller eastern chamber, described as the buttery, 
was entered by a door in the cross-wall and there was an upper chamber here in the 
roof, possibly reached by a ladder and lit by a window in the east gable.  The Royal 
Commission (RCAHMS 1982, no 340) suppose the Bishop's House dates to the 
1630s. It may either be of earlier date or reflect a local tradition extending back into 
the Medieval Period to the great hall at Finlaggan.   
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TRENCH 10       
        
Context  Description  Interpretation  
10004  lime mortared wall  internal wall in hall  
10005  lime mortared wall  internal wall in hall  

10010  
laid boulders, 
blocks  paved road, E-W, to S of hall 

10012  rubble, slate fragments 
demolition, 
levelling  

10015  boulders, blocks  wall of A.1  

10020  rubble, slate fragments 
demolition, 
levelling  

10021  soil, shells, bones  
midden, fill of 
10055  

10022  
humic sandy 
gravel  mortar wash from demolition 

10023  rubble, slate fragments demolition deposit in hall 
10027  cut   post-hole in road 10028 

10028  
laid boulders, 
blocks  paved road, N-S, to E of hall 

10029  soil and roof slates  collapse from hall roof 
10030  soil and roof slates  collapse from hall roof 
10031  soil, shells, bones  midden deposit  
10034  silty clay, gravel  make-up, hall phase 1 floor 
10035  silty clay, gravel  make-up, hall phase 1 floor 

10037  lime mortared wall  
side of gate across road 
10010 

10038  rubble   
patch in road 
10010  

10039  silty clay, sand  
soil build up beneath road 
10010 

10041  green silty clay  natural   
10042  stiff silty clay  natural   
10043  gravel, silty sand  natural   
10044  pitched rubble  collapse of A.1  

10045  
voided, rubble 
bank  underpinning for hall walls 

10047  basalt blocks  underpinning for hall walls 
10048  silty clay, gravel  make-up, hall phase 1 floor 
10049  mural feature  latrine chute in S wall of hall 
10050  edge set stones  drain/gutter in road 10010 
10054  surface with A & B slates removal of hall phase 1 roof 
10055  cut   pit containing midden 10021 

 

TRENCH 11       
        
Context  Description  Interpretation  
11002  stone wall   E end of str N  
11008  stonework   internal thickening of hall wall 
11011  mortar debris  outwash from hall wall 
11012  stonework   cross wall to SW of hall 
11013  gap   gate between 11002 & 11012 
11014  soil, stone, mortar  debris in building B  
11016  soil, stone, mortar  debris between buildings B & 
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N 
11017  broken roof slates  dump in corner of hall 
11018  dark brown soil  floor in building B  

11020  burnt deposit  
in SW corner of 
hall  

11022  laid blocks and boulders 
paved road between strs B & 
N 

11024  burnt deposit  
hearth in building 
B  

11025  sand and gravel  deposit below floor of B 
11026  mortar patch  bedding for fireplace jamb 
11027  laid blocks and boulders paved road to W of hall 
11028  laid blocks and boulders paved E-W road  
11029  soil with ash  soil horizon over roads 
11032  blocks and boulders  disturbed remains of 11028 
11034  laid blocks and boulders hearth of hall fireplace 
11035  black soil, bone, charcoal remains of phase 1 hall floor 
11037  plaster   wall finish of phase 1 hall 
11039  stonework   E end of str M  

 

 

TRENCH 5 

Trench 5 was excavated in 1991 in the hope of discovering whether building P dated 
to the time of the Lords of the Isles and to establish its relationship to building M. The 
trench as initially laid out was 5 by 10m with its long axis approximately on a SW-NE 
alignment. An extension 1m wide was excavated from its W corner north-westwards 
to the edge of the water. 

 

BUILDINGS M, M.1 and M.2 

Building M as described and planned by the RCAHMS appeared as a rectangular 
structure up to 9.5m long by 5.5m wide, its NE end wall forming part of the wall 
crossing the island at this point. On the basis of excavation in trench 11 a medieval 
paved road ran along the S side of the great hall, bending south-westwards between 
buildings M and N towards the Council Isle. A narrow annexe (M.1) projects from the 
NE wall of M to the water's edge, outside the excavated area. Apparently overlying the 
reduced walls of building M are the ruins of an oval house (M.2). 

 

The SW portion of M.2 was within trench 5. It is of dry-stone construction, its stones 
massive and rounded, mostly basalt and quartzite, over 400mm by 350mm by 
250mm in size. Part of the entrance through the NW wall was discovered, blocked by 
tumble. Neither it nor the interior of the structure was excavated down to occupation 
levels. Its SW end is built hard against the lime mortared wall of building P and over a 



stone terrace or pavement surrounding it. No dating evidence was recovered from M.2 
but it is likely to belong to the 16th century. 

 

Illus 141 Trench 5 plan. 

 

BUILDINGS P, P.1 and P.2 

Building P is 11.5 by 6.8m over walls about 0.7m in thickness, now standing up to 
1m high. The stones forming them are laid in lime mortar and appear all to be of local 
origin, mostly quartzite and Port Askaig tillite, and to a lesser extent igneous, 
limestone and phyllite. They have been split to create flat wall surfaces, with many of 
the blocks greater in size than 350mm by 250mm. The mortar is made with coarse 
sand and pea gravel without shell fragments. The RCAHMS supposed that building P 
comprised two rooms of similar size entered from a central passage with a doorway in 
the SE wall. From its position and the quality of its construction the Commission 
made the not unreasonable suggestion that it (together with its neighbours M and N) 
was the residential quarters of the Lords of the Isles. 

 

Only the N quarter of the building was included in trench 5. The interior of P is 
choked with debris forming a complex series of dumps. The most recent is 5002 
against the NE wall which has almost entirely lost its face. The dump is dated by 
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fragments of bottle glass and a pen knife to the 19th or 20th century and appears to 
be a back-filled hole dug through earlier tumble [5004]. The latter seems to be derived 
not so much from the collapse of P but from a secondary structure (P.1) inserted in its 
ruins, presumably contemporary with M. It utilises the ruins of P's walls for three of 
its sides, and is enclosed on its SW by a dry-stone wall [5005], slightly bowed, 
interpreted by the Commission as part of the original structure of P. Its stones 
include quartzite and limestone with rare blocks of Port Askaig tillite. Inspection of 
the other cross-wall in P to the SW of the trench shows it also is of dry-stone 
construction and presumably forms one side of another secondary building (P.2) 
within the SW half of P. Each was apparently accessed by doorways opposite each 
other in their adjacent walls. 

 

A sondage 1m wide was excavated through the tumbled deposits within P but no 
traces were discovered of occupation levels to go with these secondary structures, 
probably because they had been removed by the 19th-20th-century excavators. 
Underneath the tumble was a surface of silty clay [5022] inset in which was a patch 
of peat ash [5023], about 500mm by 600mm. It may represent the position of an open 
hearth or fire, at least in the final stages of the occupation of P.  

 

For such a large structure the walls of building P, only about 0.7m thick, seem 
remarkably thin. The NW and NE walls as exposed by excavation form an angle of 
about 85° rather than 90°. A vertical slot [5039], 260mm wide, midway along the 
interior face of the NW wall marks the position of a cruck for supporting the roof or 
else a timber partition. Roof slates (type a) from the floor and tumble within P, and 
the shore to the NW indicate how the building was roofed.  

 

In a small sondage adjacent to 5039 the dry-stone wall 5005 could be seen to be 
founded on a deposit of clay impregnated with peat ash [5040], which had apparently 
formed after the abandonment of building P. 

 

The NW wall of P is cut into the back of a bank of an earlier timber-work fortification. 
The foundation trench [5041], 0.2m wide, was back-filled with builders’ debris 
[5020/5021] and included a sherd (SF 5030) of reduced gritty pottery.  

 

Along the exterior of the NW wall of P is a stone pavement or terrace, 1.5m wide with 
a well defined kerb. It extends north-eastwards beyond and round the N corner of P. 
In that it overlies the foundation trench for P's NW wall it was obviously constructed 
after it, but it has every appearance of having been designed to be an integral part 
with P. Sherds of organic-tempered hand-made pot were recovered from a horizon of 



dark soil [5015] lying over the terrace and representing its abandonment as a usable 
surface. 

 

Illus 142 trench 5 section. 

 

TIMBER-WORK FORTIFICATION 

This pavement is set on top of, and the wall of P is cut into the back of, a bank which 
represents a timber-work fortification similar to the one encountered in trenches 3 
and 6. It has a turf and earth core [5027] and is fronted by stonework [5014] 
supporting a series of postholes. The bottoms of three of these [5052, 5053, 5054], 
aligned in a shallow trench about 0.3m apart, were found cut into the shore deposits. 
Outwith this defensive work is a gravely foreshore, cut by shallow scoops of unknown 
date. 

 

INTERPRETATION 

Trench 5 provided further evidence that the whole of Eilean Mor was enclosed by a 
timber-work fortification, but excavation was not extensive enough to demonstrate 
whether there were any other structures at this end of the island prior to the 
construction of building P. It is assumed that the causeway connecting Eilean Mor 
with Eilean na Comhairle is broadly of similar date to the causeway, or at least also in 
use in the 12th and 13th centuries, and so it might be expected that access to and 
from it was restricted by a gate, perhaps incorporated in a defensive tower.  

 

Although no convincing dating evidence for building P was recovered its general place 
in the Finlaggan sequence – after the demise of the timber-work fortification and 
before the establishment of the 16th-century farming township – is clear. The 
evidence from trench 5 suggests that it was a small hall, single-storied, with a slate 
roof supported on crucks. It had an open fireplace in the centre of the floor, towards 
its NE end. Its entrance door was probably placed centrally in its SE wall. 
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A peculiarity of the plan of P is the way its wall lines are not straight, but slightly 
concave. This is a feature of two other Islay buildings of not dissimilar size and form, 
which also have slots for crucks. One is on Nave Island, adjacent to the enclosure 
wall of the burial ground round the 13th-century chapel. It is labelled as building F 
by the RCAHMS (1984, no 383). Nave Island was part of an extensive estate belonging 
in the Medieval Period to the Abbey of Iona (Caldwell 2008, 326) and building F may 
have been the hall or house of a local manager or substantial tenant. There is no 
dating evidence for it. 

 

Illus 143. A: Finlaggan, Building P; B: hall in Loch Gorm Castle; C: building  on Nave 
Island. 
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The other building is the hall (structure A) incorporated in a 1615 earthwork 
fortification, the castle in Loch Gorm (RCAHMS 1984, no 406; Caldwell & Ruckley 
2005, 110-11). It may be of rather earlier date, and would have been the main house 
in the castle. 

The position of P, separated from the rest of Eilean Mor by a cross-wall, does indeed 
suggest that it was a more private building, perhaps for the use of the immediate 
family of the Lords. A cobbled road would have extended from a gate in the cross-wall 
(see account of trenches 10 and 11 above), past the door of P to the causeway for 
Eilean na Comhairle.  

 
TRENCH 5       
        
Context  Description  Interpretation  
5001  turf and peaty soil  turf and topsoil  

5002  rubble, peaty soil  
backfill of 
excavation  

5003  rubble, peaty soil  tumble   
5004  rubble, peaty soil  tumble   
5005  coursed boulders  wall of P.1  

5006  
rubble, mortar 
wash  tumble   

5014  rubble   
packing for 
palisade  

5015  
dark 
soil   old land surface  

5016  laid blocks and boulders cobbled path  
5017  peaty soil, gravel  subsoil   
5018  peaty soil, gravel  subsoil   

5019  
sandy silt, bone 
fragments 

fill of 
5050   

5020  
silty sand, stone 
tips  fill of foundation trench 

5021  mortar wash  fill of foundation trench 

5022  silty clay, stones  
floor of 
P   

5023  
peat 
ash   hearth in P  

5024  
small angular 
rubble  

fill of 
5055   

5027  sandy soil, pebbles  
bank of timber-
work  

5029  laid blocks and boulders cobbled path  

5034  
sandy clay, 
pebbles  

bank of timber-
work  

5036  clay and gravel  debris, natural  
5037  blue grey clay  natural   

5039  slot   
for 
cruck   

5040  silty clay, ash  
floor of 
P   

5041  cut   foundation trench  
5042  small angular  tumble   



rubble 

5046  silty clay, pebbles  
bank of timber-
work  

5050  cut   scoop   
5052  cut   palisade post-hole  
5053  cut   palisade post-hole  
5054  cut   palisade post-hole  
5055  cut   palisade trench  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eilean Mor, Building P. 
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